Hydrogen is a potentially important source of n-type conductivity in oxide materials. We have investigated hydrogen in tin oxide ͑SnO 2 ͒, a wide-band-gap semiconductor with applications as a transparent conductor and in gas sensors. Infrared ͑IR͒ spectroscopy and electrical measurements indicate that hydrogen binds to a host oxygen atom and increases the conductivity. First-principles calculations confirm that interstitial hydrogen acts as a shallow donor ͑H i + ͒. Our calculations also indicate that H i + diffuses easily and combines with Sn vacancies into stable ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 complexes, with the calculated O-H frequencies in agreement with the experimental values. These results suggest that interstitial hydrogen acts as a shallow, mobile donor in a range of oxide materials. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.193201 PACS number͑s͒: 61.72.up, 63.20.Pw, 72.20.Ϫi Tin oxide ͑SnO 2 ͒ is a wide-band-gap semiconductor with applications as a transparent conductor and in gas sensors.
Hydrogen is a potentially important source of n-type conductivity in oxide materials. We have investigated hydrogen in tin oxide ͑SnO 2 ͒, a wide-band-gap semiconductor with applications as a transparent conductor and in gas sensors. Infrared ͑IR͒ spectroscopy and electrical measurements indicate that hydrogen binds to a host oxygen atom and increases the conductivity. First-principles calculations confirm that interstitial hydrogen acts as a shallow donor ͑H i + ͒. Tin oxide ͑SnO 2 ͒ is a wide-band-gap semiconductor with applications as a transparent conductor and in gas sensors. 1, 2 With a direct band gap of 3.6 eV, it is a promising material for transparent electronics. In SnO 2 , and transparent conducting oxides in general, the origins of n-type conductivity are not well understood. 3 Recent first-principles calculations performed by Singh et al. 4 predict that hydrogen impurities act as donors in SnO 2 . Muonium, an analog of hydrogen, was shown to form a shallow donor state. 5 In general, hydrogen is a prevalent impurity in semiconductors, often causing drastic changes in electronic properties. 6 In zinc oxide ͑ZnO͒, for example, it has been shown theoretically 7 and experimentally 8 that the incorporation of hydrogen increases the n-type conductivity. The microscopic structure of OH donors in ZnO has been determined with infrared ͑IR͒ spectroscopy. [9] [10] [11] The present work was undertaken to determine the structure and electrical activity of hydrogen in SnO 2 , and to develop insights into the behavior of hydrogen across a range of oxide materials. 12, 13 SnO 2 can be found in nature as the mineral cassiterite. Room-temperature IR studies of cassiterite have been performed on numerous samples from around the world. [14] [15] [16] [17] Hydrogen-related absorption peaks were observed at frequencies between 3200 and 3400 cm −1 and were attributed to oxygen-hydrogen ͑OH͒ bond-stretching modes. An absorption band at 3340 cm −1 , correlated with the presence of titanium, may arise from an O-H complex with a Ti neighbor. Bands near 3255 cm −1 are present in most samples but have not been assigned to specific defect structures. Polarized spectroscopy provided evidence that the OH bonds are oriented perpendicular to the c axis. In this Brief Report, we present results on hydrogen intentionally introduced into synthetic SnO 2 . We also carried out first-principles calculations of hydrogen-related defects, in order to help interpret the experimental results.
Bulk, single-crystal SnO 2 samples used in this study were grown by the vapor-phase reaction method. 18 The samples were then sealed in quartz ampoules filled with 2/3 atm of hydrogen or deuterium gas. The annealing was performed at 600°C for 12 h and the sample was quenched to room temperature by immersing the ampoule in water. Since SnO 2 reacts with hydrogen, small metal ͑Sn͒ droplets formed on the surfaces after the annealing and were removed by mechanical polishing. IR absorption spectra were measured with a Bomem DA8 Fourier-transform IR spectrometer equipped with a Janis closed-cycle helium cryostat. An InSb detector was used and the instrumental resolution was 1 cm −1 . A spectrum from an as-grown sample was used as a reference to calculate the absorbance spectra. All spectra were obtained at a sample temperature of 10 K.
The IR absorption spectrum of a hydrogen-annealed sample is shown in Fig. 1 . Three dominant peaks at 3156.1, 3261.7, and 3282.0 cm −1 were observed. Polarized IR spectroscopy indicates that these peaks are due to dipoles aligned perpendicular to the c axis ͑Fig. 1, inset͒. Samples annealed in hydrogen or deuterium showed free-carrier absorption, consistent with the hypothesis that hydrogen acts as a donor in SnO 2 . As-received samples did not show free-carrier absorption or the IR peaks. Figure 1 ͑top͒ shows the absorption spectrum for a deuterium-annealed sample, where the dominant peaks are located at 2360.1, 2425.6, and 2446.6 cm −1 . The shift to lower frequencies by a factor of 1.34 is consistent with OH and OD bonds. 19 Along with the OD peaks, the deuterium- annealed sample also showed OH peaks. The appearance of OH peaks may be due to "hidden hydrogen" in as-grown sample that is released during the annealing, similar to what is observed in ZnO. 20 In the case of ZnO, some of the hidden hydrogen is in the form of H 2 molecules, 21 which have a negligible absorption cross section in the IR. To investigate hidden hydrogen further, we annealed as-received samples in Ar, under the same conditions as for the hydrogen and deuterium anneals. These samples showed the hydrogen-related peaks, although at a lower intensity as those produced by deliberate hydrogenation.
Along with IR spectroscopy, we performed electrical measurements on ͑1͒ a sample annealed in Ar and ͑2͒ a sample annealed in Ar and then hydrogen. The sample dimensions were 3 ϫ 1 ϫ 0.3 mm 3 , and electrodes were placed on opposite ends with silver paint. Two-probe currentvoltage measurements were carried out to determine the resistance of the two samples. Samples 1 and 2 had resistance values of 41 ⍀ and 9 ⍀, respectively, confirming the increase in conductivity upon hydrogenation. 22 These measurements suggest that the peak at 3156 cm −1 arises from interstitial hydrogen donors ͑H i + ͒ in SnO 2 . The calculated migration barrier for interstitial hydrogen is low ͑0.6 eV͒, implying that they are unstable at room temperature. 4 To investigate the stability of OH complexes, we compared IR spectra for samples immediately following hydrogenation and after a period of 11 days at room temperature ͑Fig. 2͒. The OH peak at 3156 cm −1 decreased significantly after the room-temperature "anneal," providing evidence that the observed OH donor is unstable. The lack of a peak around 3156 cm −1 in natural cassiterite is consistent with this observation. The increase in several peaks around 3380-3340 cm −1 suggests that some of the H i + donors are captured by defects.
Similar results were obtained for deuterated samples. Figure 3 shows the disappearance of the OD vibrational mode at 2360 cm −1 after ϳ1 yr at room temperature. The sample was then annealed in the air at 900°C for 1 h and quenched to room temperature. After the 900°C anneal, the peak at 2360 cm −1 reappeared. This observation is consistent with the dissociation of the defect-hydrogen complexes at elevated temperatures, resulting in a recovery of the interstitial hydrogen donors.
To identify the origin of the hydrogen-related peaks in the IR spectra, we performed first-principles calculations based on a generalized Kohn-Sham scheme with the HSE06 hybrid functional 23 and the projector augmented-wave pseudopotential plane-wave method as implemented in the VASP code. [24] [25] [26] For the hydrogen interstitial, the defect formation energy is given by
where E tot ͓H i + ͔ is the total energy of the supercell containing the impurity ͑H i + ͒, E tot ͓SnO 2 ͔ is the total energy of the supercell without the impurity, and F is the Fermi energy referenced to the valence-band maximum. For all defects, the chemical potentials ͑ H , O , Sn ͒ are referenced to the energy per atom of isolated H 2 and O 2 molecules, and the ␤ phase of elemental Sn, respectively. 27 The formation energies of native defects and complexes with hydrogen are shown in Fig. 4 , for O-rich and O-poor conditions. In n-type SnO 2 , the vacancy-hydrogen complex ͑V Sn -H͒ is lower in energy than the isolated Sn vacancy ͑V Sn ͒. For V Sn in the −4 charge state ͑the most stable state in n-type material͒, we calculated a migration barrier of 2.7 eV using the nudged-elastic band method. 28 This relatively high barrier, combined with the high formation energy, suggests that V Sn is immobile at the temperatures probed in the current experiments. H i + , in contrast, has low formation energies ͑Fig. 4͒ and a low migration barrier. 4 These facts make it likely that H i + will combine with an existing V Sn −4 defect to form ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 . Due to the two distinct Sn-O bond lengths for each Sn site, 29 there are two distinct ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 complexes possible. Hydrogen can either bond to one of the two axial O atoms surrounding the vacancy ͓Fig. 5͑c͔͒ or one of the four equatorial O atoms ͓Fig. 5͑d͔͒. We refer to these as the ax and eq configurations, respectively. The calculated formation energy for the eq configuration is ϳ0.1 eV lower than that for the ax configuration. These values indicate that, at the hydrogenation temperature ͑600°C͒, the ratio of eq to ax configu- rations should be ϳ4. Figure 5 also shows models for H i + and the substitutional hydrogen donor ͑H O + ͒. We calculated the vibrational bond-stretching modes by introducing small displacements of the H atom along the direction of the O-H bond, in both positive and negative directions. The change in total energy versus distance results in a potential-energy curve, from which we determine the frequency, using the O-H reduced mass of 0.9402 amu. Due to the light mass of H, anharmonic effects must be taken into account. 30 The calculated frequencies are shown in Table I . It is known that calculations with hybrid functionals overestimate vibrational frequencies by several percent. 31 If we assume that the experimentally observed peak at 3156 cm −1 corresponds to H i + , then the calculated frequencies can be shifted by −181 cm −1 . Once shifted, we find that the two higher frequencies measured by IR spectroscopy agree with the calculated frequencies for the two ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 complexes. Furthermore, the IR peak attributed to the eq configuration is stronger than that for the ax configuration, in qualitative agreement with theory.
We can also characterize the stability of these complexes by their binding energy, defined as the energy difference between the complex and the isolated constituents. The binding energy between H i + and V Sn −4 is given by
where E f ͓͑V Sn -H͒ −3 ͔ is the formation energy of the complex. The ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 complexes are characterized by large binding energies of 3.5 and 3.4 eV for the eq and ax configurations, respectively, signifying a strong preference for the formation of the complex over the isolated constituents. Combined with the migration barrier of 0.6 eV for H i + , we can estimate an activation energy for dissociation of ϳ4 eV for the complex. We therefore predict that the complex would dissociate at a temperature around 1000°C. 32 Annealing at 900°C will result in the majority of the complexes being present with the ax complex more likely to dissociate and release H i + as compared to the eq complex. These theoretical findings are consistent with the results of annealing the deuterated sample ͑Fig. 3͒.
Finally, we investigated several defects that might be responsible for the hidden hydrogen that gets released upon annealing. Candidates include H O donors and interstitial H 2 molecules. Figure 4 shows that H 2 has a high formation energy and is therefore unlikely to be a major source of hidden hydrogen. The H O center, however, does have a low enough formation energy to account for the appearance of H i + upon annealing of as-grown samples. We find the binding energy of H O + to be 0.78 eV with respect to the H i + and V O 0 constituents. The activation energy for dissociation is ϳ1.4 eV, which corresponds to a dissociation temperature of ϳ200°C.
32 H O + is therefore more stable than H i + at room temperature but can release trapped hydrogen during hightemperature annealing. The highest vibrational mode for H O + was calculated to be 1114 cm −1 in the harmonic approximation, which lies within the strongly absorbing two-phonon region of SnO 2 and is "hidden" from our experiments.
In conclusion, we have discovered interstitial hydrogen donors in SnO 2 . These donors give rise to OH vibrational modes in the IR and are unstable at room temperature. When combined with prior research on hydrogen in ZnO, the present work suggests that interstitial hydrogen may behave as an unstable donor in a range of transparent oxides. In SnO 2 , H i + is mobile at room temperature and has an associated vibrational frequency of 3156 cm −1 . Two additional peaks at 3262 and 3282 cm −1 are observed. Based on first-principles calculations, we attribute these peaks to hydrogen bound in two distinct configurations within Sn vacancies, ͑V Sn -H͒ −3 . The high stability of these acceptor complexes explains the persistence of these peaks after annealing. We also find that H O + can form and is a plausible source of hidden hydrogen present in the as-grown samples.
